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a b s t r a c t 

Predictive simulations are useful in biomechanics to determine the optimal trajectories be- 

tween two mechanical states and their forces in an in-silico approach. To perform these 

predictions, optimal control problems are increasingly in use. However, the efficiency of 

their formulation is crucial: in order to converge to the same optimal solution, some 

formulations could take a higher number of iterations than others. The paper presents 

an analysis of how certain key factors affect the convergence of these simulations. We 

compare the convergence of several optimal control problems solved using a collocation 

method. Eight planar torque-driven models of a human skeleton are used with four dif- 

ferent types of coordinates and two dynamic formulations. The results show that both the 

mass matrix of the multibody system and the Hessian matrix of the non-linear problem 

affect the conver gence of the solution: there is a statistical significant relationship among 

the number of iterations and the conditioning of these two matrices. Moreover, the study 

shows that the optimal control problems formulated with absolute coordinates are the 

ones requiring the lowest number of iterations overall. These findings suggest that formu- 

lations leading to poor conditioning of mass and Hessian matrices should be avoided. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 1 

Over the last decades, the prediction of human motion has been a subject of intense research among the biomechanical 2 

scientific-technical community. These techniques may have potential clinical applications, such as predicting how a specific 3 

person will move after a surgery, customizing assistive devices, or testing theories of movement control [1–5] . However, the 4 

practical use of these techniques is still a challenge, and nowadays their clinical applications are still incipient. 5 

In general, the methods developed for this purpose can be classified in accordance with the type of human model (torque 6 

or muscle-driven model), the design variables chosen, or whether some variables are tracked or not. Some authors used a 7 

muscle model to solve the muscle redundancy problem from inverse dynamics joint torques of a given movement [6,7] . 8 

Other authors used a torque-driven model to predict both kinematics and joint torques simultaneously [8–10] . Muscle- 9 

driven models have also been used to predict kinematics and muscle activation simultaneously [11–19] . In addition, some 10 

authors tracked experimental joint coordinates, torques, ground reaction forces or muscle activations to calibrate a neuro- 11 

musculoskeletal model, or simply to find a dynamic consistent motion that fits the measured data [20–23] . 12 
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The aforementioned studies have in common that they formulated optimal control problems to perform their simulations. 13 

This technique has become popular over the recent years in biomechanical motion prediction mainly due to an increase of 14 

computational capacities and the development of new optimization software. Optimal control problems for biomechanical 15 

analysis involve an objective function, usually expressed as an integral of a function over a period of time, the so-called 16 

functional. This functional represents some physical quantity, such as the metabolic energy cost, or the sum of squared 17 

torques, joint accelerations or muscle activations [24–26] . 18 

Optimal control problems are computationally expensive and not straightforward to solve due to the stiffness and non- 19 

linearity of the differential equations. Different numerical methods have been proposed to solve these problems [27] . Direct 20 

collocation is one of the most used methods in predictive dynamics [19,28–30] . As the previous cited studies show, there 21 

are various ways to formulate the optimal control problems (different coordinates, dynamic formulations or degrees of com- 22 

plexity). Consequently, comparing the results in terms of convergence efficiency is not suitable when several formulations 23 

are mixed. Therefore, the goal of this study is to analyze the influence of the dynamic formulations, the coordinates and the 24 

complexity of the models on the performance of the optimizer. 25 

When direct collocation methods are used, the optimization problem is approximated as a highly sparse nonlinear pro- 26 

gramming (NLP) problem and it can be solved efficiently using gradient-based NLP solvers. There are two matrices of partic- 27 

ular interest when using this formulation: the Hessian matrix of the NLP problem, which contains second order derivatives 28 

of the Lagrange variable (objective function and constraints of the NLP problem); and the mass matrix of the system, which 29 

contains the inertial properties. The convergence of the optimal control problem might be influenced by these matrices, 30 

which in turn depend on the type of coordinates used to describe the model and the dynamic formulation used to intro- 31 

duce the equations of motion. 32 

On the one hand, when an explicit formulation is used, it is important to perform an analysis of the multibody mass 33 

matrix before solving optimal control problems, since the matrix needs to be inverted. In these cases, ill-conditioned mass 34 

matrices could make the convergence of the optimization difficult. Therefore, one could consider that multibody formula- 35 

tions with constant mass matrices may lead to better convergences. In this study, one of the tested coordinates are the 36 

natural coordinates (Cartesian coordinates), which lead to constant mass matrices (positive definite [31,32] ). The condition- 37 

ing of the mass matrix might also be influenced by the starting point of the kinematic chain, especially when using relative 38 

coordinates. On the other hand, the conditioning of the Hessian matrix of the NLP problem caused by the use of different 39 

coordinate systems or dynamic formulations (explicit or implicit) could also have an impact on the convergence results. 40 

This work compares the behavior of the convergence of optimal control problems when minimum and non-minimum 41 

coordinates are used, and when using explicit or implicit dynamic formulations. For this purpose, the number of iterations 42 

to find an optimal solution and the conditioning of both the mass matrix of the multibody system and the Hessian of 43 

the NLP problem are used as indicators. The mass matrix is studied through its condition number [33,34] , which reveals 44 

the numerical “illness degree” of a matrix, and can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of a linear system subjected to 45 

some disturbance [35] . In the proposed work, the mass matrix cannot be singular, but ill-conditioned depending on the 46 

formulation used. In contrast, the Hessian of the NLP problem is rank-deficient if the design variables are not all included in 47 

a non-linear form within the objective or constraint function. For this reason, we also use the normalized rank of the Hessian 48 

as a parameter to explain the variability of the optimization convergence. In this study eight planar skeleton models (from 3 49 

to 10 DoF) are formulated using absolute, relative and natural coordinates. For each model and type of coordinate definition, 50 

an optimal control problem is solved twice: using implicit and explicit dynamic formulations. Each problem consists in 51 

predicting a swing phase of human gait from an initial to a final state minimizing the integral of squared joint torque 52 

values. 53 

2. Methods 54 

2.1. Biomechanical models 55 

Eight torque-driven planar models of increasing complexity are used to predict the swing phase of human gait using 56 

different types of coordinates. All models have the right foot attached to the ground and ranged from 3 to 10 DoF. As shown 57 

in Fig. 1 , the initial model is a 3-DoF model with ankle joint (right) and hip joints (right and left), then complexity increases 58 

up to a 10-DoF model with neck joint, ankle joint (right) and knee, hip, shoulder and elbow joints (right and left). Mass and 59 

inertia of the segments are modified according to their dimensions, preserving a total mass of 83 kg and a height of 1.67 m 60 

for all models. The equations of motion are obtained applying Lagrange equations using the symbolic toolbox in MATLAB. 61 

To compare the performance of optimal control problems predicting the swing phase, we use different types of coordi- 62 

nates of the multibody model: absolute, natural and relative coordinates ( Fig. 2 ). The set of absolute coordinates is defined 63 

as angles between the horizontal axis and each segment ( Fig. 2 a). The set of natural coordinates is defined as the Cartesian 64 

coordinates of each joint ( Fig. 2 b). Two sets of relative coordinates are tested, defined as relative angles among consecutive 65 

bodies of the kinematic chain: in one set the kinematic chain starts at the hip ( Fig. 2 c) and in the other set it starts at the 66 

right ankle, which is fixed to the ground ( Fig. 2 d). 67 

The main difference when using natural coordinates instead of absolute or relative coordinates is related to the mass 68 

matrix and the constraints that impose consistency of segment lengths. On the one hand, it is known that the multibody 69 

formulation using relative and absolute coordinates leads to a non-constant mass matrix, which depends on the value of the 70 
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Fig. 1. Humanoid planar models from 3 to 10 DoF. Each circle represents a hinge joint. A circular arc around the neck joint means that the head is fixed 

to the trunk. 

Fig. 2. Types of coordinates used to represent the multibody model. (a) absolute coordinates; (b) natural coordinates; (c) relative coordinates starting the 

kinematic chain from the hip joint; (d) relative coordinates starting the kinematic chain from the ankle joint. Only some coordinates are mentioned to 

illustrate a generic case. 

coordinates [36] . On the other hand, the use of natural coordinates leads to a constant mass matrix (independent of position 71 

and orientation) [28,32,37] . Moreover, in the latter case, the Lagrange variable ( L ) takes into account that the lengths of the 72 

segments are constant: 73 

L = T − U + 

nc ∑ 

i 

λi c i ( q ) (1) 

where T and U are the kinetic and the potential energy, respectively; q is the vector of generalized coordinates, nc is the 74 

number of coordinates, and λ are the Lagrange multipliers. In this case, c i ( q ) is the difference between the squared distance 75 

of the extreme points of each segment of the model and its defined squared length [38] . For example, for segment 1, with 76 

length l 1 , and extreme points P 1 = ( x 1 , y 1 ) and P 2 = ( x 2 , y 2 ): 77 

c 1 ( q ) = ( x 1 − x 2 ) 
2 + ( y 1 − y 2 ) 

2 − l 2 1 (2) 

As mentioned, the conditioning of the mass matrix could have an influence on the optimal control problem formulation, 78 

especially if this matrix needs to be inverted. In turn, the conditioning of the mass matrix using relative coordinates might 79 

depend on the initial point of the kinematic chain of the multibody model. For this reason, we use the two mentioned sets 80 

of models in relative coordinates (from 3 DoF to 10 DoF) starting from two different joints. The set of models starting the 81 

kinematic chain from the hip has extra coordinates (Cartesian coordinates) to define the position of the pelvis joint with 82 

respect to the ground. In this case, the extended Lagrange variable ( Eq. (1) ) contained a constraint to keep the right foot 83 

attached to the ground and fixed to the origin: 84 

c ( q ) = 

[
x right f oot ( q ) , y right f oot ( q ) 

]
(3) 

where x right foot ( q ) and y right foot ( q ) are the horizontal and vertical positions of the right foot with respect to the ground. 85 
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Fig. 3. Representation of the initial (left) and the final (right) state configurations of the swing predicted motion with two intermediate states. 

2.2. Optimization algorithm 86 

An optimal control problem using a direct collocation approach is formulated to predict the kinematic and dynamic 87 

evolution from an initial to a final state in 0.5 s for all models. This movement represents the left leg swing phase, as 88 

shown in Fig. 3 . The right foot is considered to be fixed to the ground (single support phase). The initial state represents 89 

the beginning of the swing phase in rest (zero velocities), just after the left foot is detached from the ground. The final state 90 

represents the state just before the left foot contacts the ground (with free velocities). The minimization criterion is the 91 

same for all optimizations: minimizing the integral value (functional) of the squared values of joint torques ( u T ): 92 

J = 

t f ∫ 

t 0 

nDoF ∑ 

i 

u 

2 
T i 

dt (4) 

In all optimal control problems, the state variables are the coordinates and their velocities: 93 

x Ab = 

[
θshank , ..., 

˙ θshank , ... 
]

(5) 

94 

x Re = [ αankle , ..., ˙ αankle , ... ] (6) 

95 

x Na = [ x knee , y knee , ..., ˙ x knee , ˙ y knee , ... ] (7) 

Note that the number of state variables in absolute and relative coordinates starting the kinematic chain at the ankle 96 

is the same. This number is doubled when natural coordinates are used ( Table A1 , Appendix A). In all problems, we also 97 

consider joint torque controls as design variables, one actuating at each joint: 98 

u T = [ u Tankle , ... ] (8) 

Constraint multipliers ( λi ) are also included as design variables when natural and relative from hip coordinates are used. 99 

In these cases, the equations of motion are calculated with a constrained Lagrange variable ( Eq. (1) ). The total number of 100 

state and control variables and constraint multipliers after discretization are shown in Table A1 (Appendix A). 101 

The direct collocation scheme consists of N mesh intervals with four collocation points at each mesh interval (pseu- 102 

dospectral method [39] ). We assume that the state variables follow a parameterization with Lagrange polynomials within 103 

each interval, and they are design variables at each collocation point. Control variables are design variables only at the 104 

beginning of each time interval, and when these values are requested within a mesh interval, they are interpolated. The 105 

benefit of this parameterization is that the cost function, the state and the state derivative values can be calculated at any 106 

point of the interval as a function of the state variables at the collocation points [39] . 107 

Two optimal control problems are formulated for each model and type of coordinates, one using implicit formulation 108 

and the other one using explicit formulation. In explicit formulation, we compute the acceleration of the coordinates from 109 

the information of the equations of motion as follows: 110 

q̈ = [ M ] 
−1 

(
τ − C 

(
q , ˙ q 

)
− G ( q ) 

)
(9) 

where q̈ are the accelerations, M is the mass matrix of the multibody system, C( q , ˙ q ) are the centrifugal terms, G(q ) are the 111 

gravity terms and τ are the generalized forces. As mentioned, the inversion of an ill-conditioned mass matrix could have 112 

certain influence on the convergence of an optimization. For this reason, the same optimal control problems are tested using 113 

an implicit dynamic formulation. In this case, accelerations are modelled as control variables ( u a ) and included as design 114 

variables, and the equations of motion are included as path constraints: 115 

[ M ] u a + C 

(
q , ˙ q 

)
+ G ( q ) − τ = 0 (10) 
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To ensure state and state derivative continuity, constraints in the NLP problem are included as: 116 

x 

i +1 
0 − ˜ x 

i 
end = 0 (11) 

117 

˜ ˙ x 

i 

j − ˙ x 

i 
j = 0 (12) 

where x i +1 
0 

are the state variables at the first collocation point of the time interval i + 1 ; ˜ x i 
end 

are the state variables at the 118 

end of mesh interval i , calculated using Lagrange parameterization from the state variable values at the collocation points 119 

of its mesh interval; ˜ ˙ x 
i 

j are the state variable derivatives at collocation point j of mesh interval i calculated using Lagrange 120 

parameterization; and ˙ x i 
j 

are the values of state derivatives at the collocation point j of mesh interval i . 121 

We also include boundary conditions and geometrical constraints (depending on the coordinate formulation) to: 122 

• prevent the left foot from penetrating the ground. 123 

• define the range of motion of the neck angle between −45 º and 45 º in those models containing this joint. 124 

• avoid hyperextension of the knees. 125 

The number of mesh intervals N increases for each model until the same optimal solution is found in all formulations 126 

using that model (using all four types of coordinates and both dynamic formulations). The process consists in solving the 127 

problems for the same number of DoF starting with N = 25 intervals. Given the case that one problem does not converge at 128 

all or does converge to an optimal solution with a higher optimal cost function value than the other models, we double the 129 

number N . We repeat this process until all optimal control problems converge to the same optimal solution. We consider 130 

the solution to be the same when the root mean square difference of all joint positions with respect to the absolute explicit 131 

formulation is lower than 2.0 mm. We also test that the solution does not change (root mean square difference between 132 

both solutions lower than 2.0 mm) when the value of N from Table I is doubled. The default convergence tolerances might 133 

be slightly modified with the same goal, keeping the same tolerance values for models with the same number of DoFs. 134 

In total, 64 optimal control problems are solved in CasADi [40] , relying on the optimizer IPOPT [41] . The full sparse 135 

Hessian (not approximation) of the Lagrangian variable of the NLP is used to solve the problems. The code of the optimal 136 

control problems can be found as Supplementary Material. 137 

2.3. Analysis 138 

The goal of this study is to identify the relationship among the performance of the optimizer solving the optimal control 139 

problem and the conditioning of both the mass matrix of the multibody system and the Hessian of the NLP problem. To this 140 

end, the performance of the optimizer is measured with the number of iterations needed to find an optimal value. 141 

The sensitivity of a linear system ( Mx = b ) can be measured by the condition number ( CN M 

) [33,35] : the higher the 142 

condition number of a matrix M ( CN M 

), the higher the change of x for a certain amount of change of b . In an optimal 143 

control problem using an explicit formulation, the computation of the accelerations requires solving a linear system (see 144 

Eq. (9) ), where matrix M is the mass matrix of the multibody system. If the condition number of the mass matrix of the 145 

multibody system is high, the optimizer may need more iterations to reach an optimal solution than a system with a lower 146 

condition number. 147 

Another important factor affecting the convergence of the optimization could be the rank of the Hessian of the Lagrange 148 

variable (see Eq. (1) ) ( Rank H ). Since this matrix is used to calculate the search direction at each iteration [41] , if the rank of 149 

the Hessian is low, the optimizer may also have difficulties in finding the optimal solution with a small number of iterations. 150 

First, the relationship between the difference in number of iterations (implicit minus explicit formulations) and the max- 151 

imum condition number of the mass matrix is analyzed. Since the value of the condition number can change throughout 152 

the movement of the multibody model in relative and absolute formulations, the maximum value of this variable is used. 153 

After that, we investigate the statistical correlation between the performance of the optimal control problems (number 154 

of iterations) and the condition number and rank of the Hessian matrix. We use a normalized rank of the Hessian matrix to 155 

make the comparisons, i.e., the rank of the matrix is divided by the total number of rows (number of design variables). The 156 

statistical correlation is computed using a multiple regression with least squares. We use the F-test in MATLAB to analyze 157 

whether the whole regression was significant or not. We also use paired t-tests to analyze whether the number of iterations 158 

was significantly different across formulations. The tests are considered significant if p-values are lower than 0.05. 159 

3. Results 160 

3.1. Number of mesh intervals and modified tolerances 161 

The number of mesh intervals used to solve the optimal control problems for each model is summarized in Table 1 . Note 162 

that along this analysis each model is characterized by the number of degrees of freedom. Table 1 results apply equally 163 

to all dynamic formulations and coordinates with common DoFs. The joint positions of the optimal solutions found when 164 

doubling the number of mesh intervals did not change more than 2.0 mm. 165 
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Table 1 

Number of mesh intervals ( N ), and IPOPT tolerances tol , constr_viol_tol , constr_mult_init_ max 

( ∗ stands for default IPOPT values) used to solve the optimal control problem for each model 

with the same number of DoF. 

Model (DoF) Mesh intervals (N) Tol Constr_viol_tol Constr_mult_init_max 

3 100 10 −4 10 −4 ∗ 1000 ∗

4 100 10 −4 10 −4 ∗ 1000 ∗

5 100 10 −8 ∗ 10 −4 ∗ 1000 ∗

6 400 10 −4 10 −4 ∗ 10 4 

7 400 10 −2 10 −2 10 4 

8 400 10 −2 10 −2 1000 ∗

9 200 10 −2 10 −2 10 4 

10 200 10 −2 10 −4 ∗ 1000 ∗

Tolerances regarding the convergence of the algorithm ( tol option in IPOPT [41] ), the threshold of the constraint violation 166 

( constr_viol_tol option in IPOPT) and the maximum allowed least-square guess of constraint multipliers ( constr_mult_init_max 167 

option in IPOPT) are slightly modified to ensure convergence in all formulations of each model. Formulations with the 168 

highest number of constraints, such as natural coordinates and relative coordinates starting the kinematic chain from the 169 

hip, are the limiting ones. These values are increased systematically with respect to their default ones; and in each model, 170 

they are set to the same values. 171 

3.2. Optimization performance 172 

For each model with the same number of DoFs, the results of the optimizations lead to the same optimal solution 173 

(see Appendix A), with differences in joint positions with respect to the implicit absolute coordinate formulation lower 174 

than 2.0 mm. The number of iterations varies between implicit and explicit dynamic formulations, and among types of 175 

coordinates ( Table A2 , Appendix A). Note that the maximum condition number in implicit and explicit formulations is the 176 

same for each type of coordinates, since the mass matrix and the optimal solution are the same. 177 

Fig. 4 shows the results of the maximum condition number of M ( CN 

max 
M 

) with respect to the difference in the number of 178 

iterations between implicit and explicit formulations �n iter = N imp - N exp . Red lines show the regression among the solutions 179 

from 5 to 10 DoF. Models with 3 and 4 DoF are excluded from the regression since they have more than three times lower 180 

condition numbers than the other models. It is important to notice that the regressions do not follow the same tendency 181 

across the different types of coordinates. In absolute and relative from ankle type of coordinates, the difference in the 182 

number of iterations obtained between implicit and explicit formulations rises when increasing the maximum condition 183 

number of the mass matrix. However, in natural and relative from hip type of coordinates the system performs the other 184 

way around. 185 

Implicit formulations, which have a lower normalized rank of the Hessian matrix of the NLP problem in this study 186 

( Rank norm 

H 
), tend to need more iterations to find an optimal solution ( Fig. 5 a, Table A2 ). There is a statistical relationship 187 

among the number of iterations, the maximum condition number of the mass matrix and the normalized rank of the Hes- 188 

sian of the NLP problem. The obtained relation is the following: 189 

n iter = 790 . 78 + 0 . 37 CN 

max 
M 

− 735 . 86 Rank norm 

H − 0 . 41 CN 

max 
M 

· Rank norm 

H (13) 

which represents a statistically significant relationship, since the p-value is 0.0215 ( p -value < 0.05). The same relationship is 190 

shown in Fig. 5 b highlighting the differences by types of coordinates. The results show that natural coordinates (green) have 191 

the lowest values of condition number but they also have the lowest ranks of the Hessian of the NLP problem. This does 192 

not lead to a statistically significant decrease in the number of iterations with respect to the other formulations ( p -values > 193 

0.05), neither in explicit nor in implicit formulations. When absolute coordinates are used (brown) the rank of the Hessian 194 

matrix tends to be the highest (similar to relative coordinates). This type of coordinate also leads to lower values of the 195 

maximum condition numbers of mass matrices compared to relative coordinates (yellow and lilac). As a result, the overall 196 

lowest values of the number of iterations are obtained using absolute coordinates showing significant differences for the 197 

pairs absolute-relative from hip ( p -value = 0.04 in implicit). The projections of the results in the two planes are included in 198 

Appendix A, Fig. A1 . 199 

4. Discussion 200 

The main goal of this study is to analyze the influence of the type of coordinates used in the modeling of a multibody 201 

system and the type of dynamic formulation on the convergence of a biomechanical optimal control problem. We have 202 

tested the convergence of different optimal control problems with planar models ranging from 3 to 10 DoF, with explicit 203 

and implicit dynamic formulations and with different types of coordinates (absolute, relative and natural). 204 

The optimal control problems have been formulated using a direct collocation method, which leads to large-scale NLP 205 

problems. These problems have been solved using an interior-point optimizer. The convergence of the optimizations is eval- 206 

uated comparing the number of iterations needed to reach the optimal solution. The results show that the variability in the 207 
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Fig. 4. Maximum condition number ( CN max 
M ) with respect to the difference in number of iterations ( �n iter ) between implicit and explicit formulations for 

each type of coordinate. The red lines represent the regression in models from 5 to 10 DoF. Notice that horizontal and vertical axes do not have the same 

scale in each graph. 

Fig. 5. Number of iterations ( n i ter ) with respect to normalized rank of the Hessian ( Rank norm 
H ) and the maximum condition number of the mass matrix 

( CN max 
M ). The surface represents the best-fit plane for all points. (a) Comparison by explicit and implicit formulations. (b) Comparison by type of coordinates. 
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number of iterations is not explained only by the condition number of the mass matrix of the multibody system. Instead, it 208 

depends on the condition number of the mass matrix and the rank of the Hessian of the NLP problem simultaneously. 209 

The formulations using absolute coordinates are the ones with the lowest condition number of the mass matrix and the 210 

highest rank of the Hessian of the NLP problem, so they are also the ones that require the lowest number of iterations. 211 

Relative coordinates starting the kinematic chain from the hip lead to higher condition number values of the mass matrix 212 

compared to the ones starting the kinematics from the ankle. Therefore, we would expect to obtain a higher number of 213 

iterations to find an optimal solution with the model starting the kinematic chain from the hip. However, this formulation 214 

also leads to higher ranks of the Hessian matrices of the NLP problem. Hence, there is no systematic tendency between the 215 

number of iterations of both formulations, which suggests that there is a balance between high values of the rank of the 216 

NLP Hessian and high values of the condition number of mass matrices. 217 

Multibody models formulated with natural coordinates have constant mass matrices and a smaller condition number 218 

compared to the other formulations. However, optimal control problems formulated with natural coordinates do not lead to 219 

faster convergences (lower number of iterations) than the other formulations with no constant mass matrices. This result 220 

can be due to the lower rank of the Hessian of the NLP problem obtained using this formulation compared to the other 221 

formulations. 222 

The type of dynamic formulation (explicit or implicit) affects the rank of the Hessian matrix. This is due to the fact 223 

that the introduction of acceleration controls as design variables increases the dimension of the Hessian. In turn, since this 224 

study does not include these variables in the cost function –they appear only in linear form in the constraint function–, 225 

the columns increased in the Hessian matrix contain only zeros. Therefore, the rank of the matrix decreases. This decrease 226 

seems to be the reason why explicit formulations usually converge with a lower number of iterations than the implicit ones 227 

with more complex models (number of DoFs > 5). Including the controls in the cost function –when implicit formulations 228 

are used– could help to obtain better convergences (as in Meyer et al. [21] or De Groote et al. [6] ) though then the objective 229 

criteria is slightly modified. 230 

Those conclusions are in line with other studies. For example, Leger and McPhee [42] developed a heuristic method 231 

to select the most appropriate set of coordinates for a multibody forward dynamics analysis. The study suggested that 232 

minimizing the number of modeling coordinates of the multibody system does not always produce simulations with faster 233 

convergence. De Groote et al. [6] also found that the minimal number of design variables did not always lead to the fastest 234 

convergence. The novel contribution of our study is two-fold. On the one hand, we provide the comparison of the number 235 

of iterations among the different tested formulations when solving a typical biomechanical optimal control problem. On the 236 

other hand, we found a significant statistical relation among the number of iterations needed to solve the problem, and the 237 

maximum condition number of the mass matrix and the normalized rank of the NLP Hessian. 238 

The presented work has some limitations. Firstly, the results are only obtained using planar models. However, we would 239 

expect similar results using three dimensional models. This relies on the fact that the variations in the condition of mass 240 

matrices or the changes in Hessian matrices among formulations obtained with three dimensional models would be similar 241 

to the ones obtained in planar models. Secondly, our biomechanical models have one ankle attached to the ground, whereas 242 

normally in biomechanical problems, contact models are used to model the ground reaction forces. However, the type of 243 

contact model [43] could also have an influence on the convergence, which we choose to leave out of the scope of the 244 

study. Finally, different formulations of the cost function or constraints could influence the rank of the NLP Hessian and, in 245 

turn, affect the performance of the optimization. Nevertheless, the goal of this study was to analyze the effect of the type 246 

of coordinates in a representative formulation of a biomechanical optimal control problem. 247 

This study focuses on the analysis of the numerical convergence of the optimal control problems, and not on the com- 248 

putational time spent to solve the optimizations, which is also an important factor. Although it is known that explicit for- 249 

mulations will take more time per iteration than implicit formulations (due to the need to invert the mass matrix [29] ), 250 

the analysis on the computational time was out of the scope of this study. This was due to the fact that the computational 251 

time can depend on the type of the CPU or the method used to evaluate the functions. Future work could be focused on 252 

analyzing this variable. 253 

In conclusion, the main message of the presented work is that, in order to formulate a biomechanical optimal control 254 

problem, one should care about the type of coordinates and the dynamic formulation being used. We showed that, since the 255 

coordinates and the dynamic formulation affect the condition number of the mass matrix and the rank of the NLP Hessian, 256 

these directly affect the convergence behavior of the optimization problem. 257 

Supplementary materials 258 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.mechmachtheory. 259 
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Table A1 

Number of discretized state and control variables, and constraint multipliers of the multibody Lagrange equations for each model and formulation of 

the optimal control problem. 

Model Coordinate type Explicit (E) / 

Implicit (I) 

Number of disc. 

state var. 

Number of disc. 

control var. 

Number of disc. 

constraint multipliers 

3 DoF Absolute E 2406 303 0 

I 2406 606 0 

Relative from ankle E 2046 303 0 

I 2046 606 0 

Relative from hip E 4010 303 202 

I 4010 808 202 

Natural E 4812 303 303 

I 4812 909 303 

4 DoF Absolute E 3208 404 0 

I 3208 808 0 

Relative from ankle E 3208 404 0 

I 3208 808 0 

Relative from hip E 4812 404 202 

I 4812 1010 202 

Natural E 6416 404 404 

I 6416 1212 404 

5 DoF Absolute E 4010 505 0 

I 4010 1010 0 

Relative from ankle E 4010 505 0 

I 4010 1010 0 

Relative from hip E 5614 505 202 

I 5614 1212 202 

Natural E 8020 505 1010 

I 8020 1515 1010 

6 DoF Absolute E 9612 1206 0 

I 9612 2412 0 

Relative from ankle E 9612 1206 0 

I 9612 2412 0 

Relative from hip E 12,816 1206 402 

I 12,816 2814 402 

Natural E 19,224 1206 1206 

I 19,224 3618 1206 

7 DoF Absolute E 22,414 2807 0 

I 22,414 5614 0 

Relative from ankle E 22,414 2807 0 

I 22,414 5614 0 

Relative from hip E 28,818 2807 802 

I 28,818 6416 802 

Natural E 44,828 2807 2807 

I 44,828 8421 2807 

8 DoF Absolute E 25,616 3208 0 

I 25,616 6416 0 

Relative from ankle E 25,616 3208 0 

I 25,616 6416 0 

Relative from hip E 32,020 3208 802 

I 32,020 7218 802 

Natural E 51,232 3208 3208 

I 51,232 9624 3208 

9 DoF Absolute E 14,418 1809 0 

I 14,418 3618 0 

Relative from ankle E 14,418 1809 0 

I 14,418 3618 0 

Relative from hip E 17,622 1809 402 

I 17,622 4020 402 

Natural E 28,836 1809 1809 

I 28,836 5427 1809 

10 DoF Absolute E 16,020 2010 0 

I 16,020 4020 0 

Relative from ankle E 16,020 2010 0 

I 16,020 4020 0 

Relative from hip E 19,224 2010 402 

I 19,224 4422 402 

Natural E 32,040 2010 2010 

I 32,040 6030 2010 
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Table A2 

Outcomes of all optimal control problems. Cost function value, number of iterations, maximum condition number of the mass matrix ( CN max 
M ), rank of 

the NLP Hessian ( Ran k H ), normalized rank of the Hessian, which is the quotient between the rank of the Hessian and the total number of rows of the 

Hessian ( Rank norm 
H ), and mean ± standard deviation of root mean square difference between the Cartesian coordinates obtained for each formulation 

with respect to the one from absolute explicit formulation ( rms coord ). 

Model Coordinate type Explicit 

(E)/Implicit (I) 

Cost function 

[N 

2 m 

2 0 ·10 4 ] 

number 

iterations 

CN max 
M Ran k H Rank norm 

H rms coord [mm] 

3 DoF Absolute E 8.75 103 35.5 2301 0.85 –

I 8.75 23 35.5 1710 0.57 0.001 ± 0.001 

Relative from ankle E 8.75 35 101.1 2302 0.85 0.0008 ± 0.008 

I 8.75 23 101.1 1711 0.57 0.001 ± 0.001 

Relative from hip E 8.74 657 144.2 2597 0.58 0.2 ± 0.1 

I 8.75 366 144.2 1117 0.22 0.3 ± 0.2 

Natural E 8.75 58 13.1 1812 0.33 0.05 ± 0.02 

I 8.75 385 13.1 1206 0.20 0.06 ± 0.02 

4 DoF Absolute E 8.47 123 368.7 3002 0.83 –

I 8.47 23 368.7 2115 0.53 0.07 ± 0.01 

Relative from ankle E 8.47 117 598.3 3002 0.83 0.004 ± 0.004 

I 8.47 22 598.3 2115 0.53 0.07 ± 0.1 

Relative from hip E 8.48 306 724.6 3302 0.61 0.7 ± 1.0 

I 8.48 272 724.8 2115 0.35 2 ± 4 

Natural E 8.47 58 26.5 2424 0.34 0.04 ± 0.02 

I 8.47 224 26.5 1628 0.20 0.004 ± 0.001 

5 DoF Absolute E 1.23 125 319.5 3505 0.78 –

I 1.23 84 319.5 3107 0.62 0.04 ± 0.06 

Relative from ankle E 1.23 161 2224.1 3905 0.86 0.01 ± 0.01 

I 1.23 162 2224.1 3107 0.62 0.04 ± 0.06 

Relative from hip E 1.23 221 1625.3 4204 0.67 0.2 ± 0.2 

I 1.23 140 1625.3 3105 0.44 0.2 ± 0.2 

Natural E 1.23 261 54.0 4572 0.48 0.04 ± 0.02 

I 1.23 215 54.0 4398 0.42 0.04 ± 0.02 

6 DoF Absolute E 1.24 314 321.2 16,806 0.78 - 

I 1.24 504 321.2 13,984 0.58 0.003 ± 0.003 

Relative from ankle E 1.24 505 2296.1 18,402 0.85 0.002 ± 0.003 

I 1.24 608 2296.1 13,984 0.58 0.003 ± 0.003 

Relative from hip E 1.24 308 1580.9 19,576 0.68 0.01 ± 0.02 

I 1.24 2546 1580.9 14,006 0.44 0.03 ± 0.05 

Natural E 1.24 125 64.6 23,986 0.55 0.02 ± 0.02 

I 1.24 417 64.6 23,913 0.50 0.002 ± 0.002 

7 DoF Absolute E 1.47 561 357.9 21,203 0.84 –

I 1.47 868 357.9 15,566 0.56 0.01 ± 0.02 

Relative from ankle E 1.47 451 2506.9 21,207 0.84 0.001 ± 0.002 

I 1.47 1466 2506.9 15,565 0.56 0.01 ± 0.02 

Relative from hip E 1.47 556 1771.0 22,391 0.69 0.01 ± 0.02 

I 1.47 1263 1771.0 15,564 0.43 0.01 ± 0.02 

Natural E 1.47 240 52.7 23,214 0.46 2 ± 3 

I 1.47 797 52.7 20,716 0.37 0.008 ± 0.02 

8 DoF Absolute E 1.28 290 338.1 22,408 0.78 –

I 1.28 437 338.1 17,219 0.54 0.003 ± 0.004 

Relative from ankle E 1.28 168 2434.2 24,008 0.83 0.002 ± 0.003 

I 1.28 564 2434.2 17,217 0.54 0.003 ± 0.004 

Relative from hip E 1.28 652 1645.3 25,193 0.70 0.007 ± 0.01 

I 1.28 1081 1645.3 17,235 0.43 0.5 ± 1.0 

Natural E 1.28 734 55.2 28,802 0.50 0.6 ± 1.1 

I 1.28 1653 55.2 27,101 0.42 0.003 ± 0.003 

9 DoF Absolute E 1.47 484 358.2 12,609 0.78 –

I 1.47 378 358.2 9378 0.52 0.01 ± 0.02 

Relative from ankle E 1.47 297 2505.7 13,410 0.83 0.01 ± 0.03 

I 1.47 305 2505.7 9377 0.52 0.01 ± 0.02 

Relative from hip E 1.47 344 1781.1 14,000 0.71 0.02 ± 0.04 

I 1.47 985 1781.1 9367 0.42 0.03 ± 0.04 

Natural E 1.47 326 53.2 14,030 0.43 0.05 ± 0.04 

I 1.47 2429 53.2 11,927 0.33 0.08 ± 0.07 

10 DoF Absolute E 1.28 271 338.5 14,010 0.78 –

I 1.28 334 338.5 10,227 0.51 0.007 ± 0.01 

Relative from ankle E 1.28 102 2437.8 14,810 0.82 0.002 ± 0.003 

I 1.28 153 2437.8 10,226 0.51 0.007 ± 0.01 

Relative from hip E 1.28 262 1658.1 15,406 0.71 0.02 ± 0.03 

I 1.28 612 1659.4 10,198 0.42 0.03 ± 0.04 

Natural E 1.28 317 55.2 16,827 0.47 0.04 ± 0.04 

I 1.28 1001 55.2 15,238 0.38 0.005 ± 0.004 
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Fig. A1. Number of iterations with respect to the maximum of the condition number (upper row) and with respect to the normalized rank of the Hessian 

(lower row) for each type of coordinate. Note that the scale of the plots are not the same. 
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